0 Introduction

Semantic theorists often wish to be metaphysically non-committal. When faced with the question of whether to follow David Lewis (1973, 1986) in thinking of the possible worlds that figure into their semantic theories are just as real as the actual world, most theorists are likely to follow Robert Stalnaker (1984) in thinking of possible worlds as in some way identified with or constructed out of properties and relations belonging to the actual world.¹ Yet, when it comes to such things as properties and relations themselves, contemporary semantic theorizing almost always proceeds on platonist grounds, unapologetically appealing to properties and relations as the semantic contents of predicates. The reason why is quite clear: properties and relations seem to be just the sorts of things that are needed at the base level of the semantic theory, providing the basic contents that can be combined in various semantically significant ways to form the meanings of complex expressions. To do semantics without appeal to properties and relations would be to do semantics without contents, and surely, one would think, such a thing cannot be done. I argue here that this is not so—we can do semantics without contents, thinking of the meanings of predicates entirely in terms of what one does in uttering them without any appeal to any things that one says of things in doing so. Moreover, what doing semantics in this way reveals is not only that it’s possible to do semantics without appeal to properties and relations, but that it’s necessary in order to arrive at the correct account of what these entities are: “shadows”

¹See, for instance, Partee (1988, 102) and Cheirchia and McConnell-Ginnett (1990, 207-208).
of the meanings of predicates.

Here’s the plan. In Section One, I’ll lay out the crucial explanatory role of properties and relations in contemporary semantic theories. However, in Section Two, I’ll give reasons to think why we should be wary about these appeals to properties and relations in the context of semantics: we get no account of what they are, and the most plausible account of what they are is one that precludes the legitimacy of such appeals. In Sections Three and Four, I lay out an alternative semantic theory, which does not appeal to properties or relations (or anything else to serve as the contents of basic predicates) that yields such an account. I call this theory “discursive role semantics,” since, according to it, the meaning of a sentence is understood directly in terms of its role in discourse. Section Three lays out the basic philosophical ideas, and Section Four develops these ideas in formal detail. In Section Five, I’ll demonstrate how discursive role semantics enables us to reconstruct the properties and relations that serve as the contents of predicates in contemporary semantics as “shadows” of the rules governing the use of those predicates. I conclude with the thought that we need not give up content-based semantics—it can play a crucial role in elucidating the semantic competencies of speakers of a natural language. But we need to give an account of the contents that such a semantics presupposes, and the only way to do that is to do semantics without contents.

1 Contemporary Content-Based Semantics

Let us start by distinguishing two sorts of semantic projects: elucidatory projects, which aim to formally explicate the structured space of meanings on which speakers are presumed to have a grip, and explanatory projects, which aim to account for speakers’ knowledge of meaning so as to explain the behaviors they exhibit in virtue of this knowledge, such as their ability to produce novel sentences and to judge when sen-
tences entail or are incompatible with one another. Though many of the pioneers of semantic theorizing had self-consciously elucidatory aims, with semantics recently emerging as an empirical science and pursued by both philosophers and linguists in a broadly Chomskyian framework, it is the explanatory project that many working semanticists take as their aim.\(^2\) What we’re aiming to do in semantics, on such a conception of it, is give an account of speakers’ knowledge of meaning that explains the observable behavior that is a manifestation of it. An essential part of this task is specifying what speakers grasp in grasping the meaning of simple predicate words like “red” or “round,” which figure in complex predicates like “red and round” and complete sentences like “a is red and round.” The theorist must specify the meanings of these words in such a way as to be able to explain how they figure in more complex meanings that bear the semantic relations to one another that they do, thereby explaining speakers’ behavior by taking them to have knowledge of these meanings. According to almost every semantic theorist, the way to do this is by saying that these words signify properties, which can be ascribed to and instantiated by objects, which are combinatorial and negatable, and which stand in modal relations to one another.\(^3\)

Properties, it seems, are just the sorts of things needed to serve as the semantic values

\(^2\)Carnap (1947), for instance, is clear that he understands his formal semantic framework as merely a “method for analyzing and describing the meanings of linguistic expressions,” (v), and Hintikka (1975) explicitly acknowledges that an explication of the meanings of modal expressions may well be circular but that this is fine so long as the circle is “wide enough to enable a logician to uncover nontrivial aspects of the structure of the concepts involved,” (135). Such merely elucidatory ambitions for semantics are at odds with the conception of semantics as an empirical science aimed at explaining observable behavior expressed, for instance, by Cheirchia and McConnel-Ginet in their introductory textbook to formal semantics:

[A]s linguists, our focus is on modeling the cognitive systems whose operation in some sense “explains” linguistic phenomena.

For an overview of the Chomskyian contextualization of the formal methods developed by the philosophical pioneers of semantic theorizing in contemporary semantics, see Soames (2019, 133-156). See also Yalcin (2014, 2018) for a rather different but influential take on semantic explanation which essentially appeals to the use of models.

\(^3\)For a sampling of such talk in introductory texts, see, for instance, Dowty, Wall, and Peters (1981, 7), Portner (2005, 30-31), Kearns (2011, 62-63), and Dever (2012, 62-63). For a sense of just how prevalent property-talk can be in contemporary theorizing, note that the word “property” occurs more times in King’s (2001) *Complex Demonstratives*, than it does in Armstrong’s *Universals*, a book about properties!
of predicates in an explanatorily adequate semantic theory. Let us see this in a bit more
detail, highlighting two crucial explanatory roles that properties play.

First, we are able to produce and understand an indefinite number of novel sen-
tences, knowing what we would be saying in uttering all sorts of sentences that we’ve
never encountered before. Presumably, we have this capacity in virtue of the fact that
meaning is *compositional*: the meaning of a whole sentence is constituted by the mean-
ings of its components and the way they are put together. For instance, the meaning of
“*a* is red and round” is compositionally derived from the meanings of “*a,*” “*is,*” “*red,*”
and “*round.*” Now, it is customary to distinguish between “content words,” like “*a,*”
“*red,*” and “*round,*” which provide the semantic meat, and “function words,” like
“*is*” and “*and,*” which provide the semantic bones and joints. By taking the semantic
values of the content words “*red*” and “*round*” to be properties, namely, the property
of being red and the property of being round, and by taking the semantic value of the
function word “*and*” to be the function of conjunction, which, when given two prop-
erties as inputs, returns the property that is instantiated by an object just in case that
object instantiates both of the input properties, we can explain how the meaning of this
sentence is compositionally derived from the meanings of its parts. Thus, even if one
has never heard the phrase “*red and round*” before, if one knows that “*red*” expresses
the property of being red, “*round*” expresses the property of being round, and “*and*”
expresses the conjunction function, one will know that “*red and round*” expresses the
property that is instantiated by an object just in case that object instantiates both of the input properties, we can explain how the meaning of this
sentence is compositionally derived from the meanings of its parts. Thus, even if one
has never heard the phrase “*red and round*” before, if one knows that “*red*” expresses
the property of being red, “*round*” expresses the property of being round, and “*and*”
expresses the conjunction function, one will know that “*red and round*” expresses the
property that is instantiated by an object just in case it is red and it is round (i.e. the
property of being red and round). Taking “*a*” to pick out *a*, “*is*” to encode ascription,
we get that the meaning of “*a is red and round*” is the proposition that ascribes the
property of being red and round to *a* and so is true just in case *a* is red and round.
Likewise for the sentence “*a is red and round, and b is not green,*” and so on for all the
complex sentences of a language. Properties, it seems, are combinable and negatable

---

4See, for instance, Lobner (2002, 4-5) and Gendler Szabo (2019) for an articulation of this distinction
with the use of this terminology.
in just the way that the meanings of predicates must be to explain compositionality.

Second, we have robust judgments about which sentences entail or are incompatible with other sentences. Presumably, then, the meanings of sentences must determine the relations of entailment and incompatibility that they stand to other sentences, so that knowing the meanings of two sentences is sufficient for telling whether one entails the other or whether they are incompatible. For instance, competent speakers know that “a is red” entails “a is colored” and is incompatible with “a is green.”\footnote{Let us assume, for simplicity, that the entities in our domain are, if colored, essentially monochromatic. If you like, treat there as being a hidden “all over” following any color predicate I use.} If we appeal to properties as contents of predicates, it seems we can straightforwardly explain these judgments as following from speakers’ knowledge of the meanings of these sentences. If “red” is assigned the property of being red, “colored” is assigned the property of being colored, and “green” is assigned the property of being green, then, since anyone who grasps these properties knows that, if something’s red, then it’s necessarily colored and cannot possibly be green, they’ll know that these predicates stand in these relations of entailment and incompatibility, and, given the way in which properties figure into propositions, the semantic values of sentences, they’ll know that these sentences stand in these relations of entailment and incompatibility. The explanation of these entailment and incompatibility facts also figures crucially in a semantic theory’s explanation of speakers’ grasp of the truth conditions of sentences. If one describes to a speaker a situation in which there is a red ball on the lawn, they’ll know that the sentence “The ball is colored” is true in that situation. The explanation of this fact is that speakers grasp that, in the situation described, the ball instantiates the property of being red, and so instantiates the property of being colored, and thus, “The ball is colored,” which ascribes this property to the ball, is true. Properties and relations, it seems, stand in modal relations to one another in just the way that the meanings of predicates must in order to explain entailment and incompatibility relations between sentences.
We could go on and describe further the way in which properties and relations play a crucial explanatory role in a semantic theory, but we’ve done enough to demonstrate the basic point. As theorists like Jeff King (2019) have emphasized, by assigning properties and relations to predicates as semantic values, we get a semantic theory that “assigns semantic values to expressions of our language in such a way as to give a simple, direct explanation” of these features of linguistic meaning (784-785). Now, King is more explicit than most, but an appreciation of this essential explanatory role of properties and relations seems to be at work in the background of much of contemporary semantic theorizing. There is, however, a basic problem with these appeals to properties and relations in contemporary semantics: we get no account at all of what these entities actually are, and the explanatory role they are supposed to play in contemporary semantic theories actually precludes us from being able to give any such account. Let me explain.

2 The Problem of Accounting for Properties

If you ask a working semantic theorist what properties are, one sort of answer you are likely to receive is that they are certain sorts of mathematical constructions involving possible worlds. For instance, the property of being round might be said to be the following function from worlds to functions from objects to truth-values, mapping an object \( x \) in a given world \( w \) to the value \( \text{true} \) just in case \( x \) is round in \( w \):

\[
\llbracket \text{round} \rrbracket = \lambda w. \lambda x. \text{x is round in } w
\]

Thinking of the contents that figure in a semantic theory in this way enables a precise mathematical specification of the way in which they compose and of what it is for them to stand in relations of entailment and incompatibility to one another.\(^6\) However,
while formalizing things in this manner enables one to precisify semantic proposals, theorists are rarely clear about what such a formalization actually functions to capture. What mathematical constructions such as functions from worlds to extensions actually model are not the *properties themselves* that speakers grasp, but, rather, what speakers are able to do *in virtue of grasping* those properties, namely, distinguish the things that instantiate them from the ones that don’t. To grasp this function is to have the ability to take any possible world and sort things in that world into the ones that are round and the ones that aren’t. Insofar as speakers can be credited with this ability, capable of distinguishing the round things from the ones that aren’t round, they surely can only do this because they know *what it is for something to be round.* That is, only because they grasp the property of being round are they capable of distinguishing the things that instantiate it from the ones that don’t. Precisely because their grasp of the property of being round *explains* the ability that is abstractly characterized by this function, their grasp of this property cannot be *identified* with such a function. Nor is there any reason to think that the property of being round itself is structured so as to correspond to the ability that is abstractly characterized by this function. So, there is no reason to think that this function *models* the property either. Such functions tell us something about what we are able to do in virtue of grasping the properties that figure into the semantic theory, but they don’t tell us what these properties are.\footnote{For an extended argument for the point, see Simonelli (M.S.), Chapter Two.}

If properties are not to be understood as functions from worlds to extensions, how are they to be understood? Theorists who are clear about the role that properties must play in a semantic theory, and so acknowledge the point just made, typically say very little as to what they are. Consider Jeff King, who appeals to properties to do all sorts of explanatory heavy-lifting in his philosophical theories. King (2007) is explicit that properties are not to be understood as constructed from possible worlds;
rather, possible worlds are to be understood as constructed from properties. As for
the question of what the properties that figure into a semantic theory are, he’s clear
that he thinks of them as “entities in the external world” (2018, 784) “existing quite
independently of minds and languages” (2007, 450), that some of them are complex in
the sense of being “made up of other properties and relations” (1998, 157; 2007, 447),
and that they stand in relations of entailment to other properties (1998, 173 n8). So,
though King never gives an account of what properties are, he is happy to specify that
they have just the features he needs them to have in order for them to play just the
role he wants them to play in the sort of explanation of semantic competence that he
wants to give, serving as the contents of predicates. Is this really a justifiable move?
One might be inclined to liken it to postulation in other areas of scientific inquiry. For
instance, of course, in the course of doing astronomy, we may posit an object with a
certain gravitational force to make sense of the observed behavior of other celestial
objects. However, the assumption implicit in a scientific postulation is that further
scientific inquiry will eventually (or at least in principle could) tell us what this thing
is, be it a gaseous planet, a large asteroid, or what have you. In semantics, however,
theorists are willing to appeal to properties as explaining behavior without even a
gesture at what a proper account of these things would look like.

To get a sense of what an account of properties would have to encompass, consider
all the properties that need to figure into our semantic theory in order for it to be
explanatory adequate. We need not just what one might regard as more fundamental
properties, such as the property of being red, being green, being square, being round,
and so on; being positively charged, negatively charged, and so on. We need all the
properties corresponding to predicates of the language. So, we need the property of
being a chair, being a table, a cup, a flask; the property of swimming, of skiing, of
smoking; the property of being milk, coffee, tea, chocolate cake; the property of being
a novel, a novella, a screenplay; and many many more. As competent speakers of
English we conceptually grasp this vast network of properties and their inter-relations, each one the content of a predicate of the language we speak. Without any story about what this vast realm of properties is or how speakers come to have a grip on it, our whole semantic theory, based on the assumption that speakers do have a grip on it, hangs in the air. Now, perhaps theorists like King simply think that, whatever story is to be told about the structured space of properties on which we have a grip, there surely is some story to be told, and it’s simply not their job to tell it. The problem, however, is that when we actually try to tell a story of the network of properties on which speakers of natural languages have a grip, the far and away most plausible story is that they come to grasp this network of properties through learning language, mastering the rules governing the use of linguistic expressions, and their grasp of these properties is really nothing other than their grasp of these rules, transposed from of normative to a metaphysical mode. This is the story proposed by Wilfrid Sellars (1953, 1963), and, as far as I am able to see, only such a story can do justice to the whole range of properties that speakers of natural languages grasp. Such a story, however, is flatly incompatible with the explanatory ambitions of contemporary content-based semantics.

To lend some initial plausibility to the claim that a Sellarsian story is to be told, let me start by pointing out that the properties speakers grasp seem to vary somewhat depending on the particular language that one has learned. Consider, for instance, the property of being a chair. As speakers of English, we grasp this property. We grasp, for instance, that, if something’s a chair, then it’s something one can sit on, that it generally has a back (but not always, as in the case of bean bag chairs), that it might be hard, like a kitchen chair, or cushiony, like an armchair or recliner, and so on. Though it can be hard to articulate precise criteria, we know what this property is and so we know what we’re saying of something when we say it’s a “chair.” This property, however, simply doesn’t belong to the network of simple properties on which a native German speaker comes
to have a grip through learning German.\textsuperscript{8} In German, there’s the predicate “Stuhl,” which can be correctly applied to kitchen chairs, but not armchairs and recliners, there’s the predicate “Sessel,” which can be correctly applied to armchairs and recliners, but not kitchen chairs, and there’s “Sitz,” which can be applied to anything on which one might comfortably sit, but that applies to tree stumps and comfortable rocks no less than it applies to chairs—there’s no one simple predicate that can be applied to all and only chairs. As such, the property of being a chair simply doesn’t belong to the network of simple properties on which a native German speaker comes to have a grip through learning German. Likewise, the properties of being a Stuhl and being a Sessel don’t belong to the network of properties on which a native English speaker comes to have a grip through learning English. The most plausible way to make sense of this fact is to think that it is through learning the English language, through learning the rules governing use of the terms “chair,” “cushion,” “kitchen chair,” “recliner,” and so on, that a native English speaker comes to grasp the property of being a chair, likewise for more or less roughly corresponding German words and the properties of being a Stuhl and a Sessel. The lack of correspondence between the properties grasped by the English speaker and the properties grasped by the German speaker understood in terms of the lack of correspondence between the rules governing the use of the English and German predicates. While many English words correspond sufficiently closely in role to a German word, such that speakers can be said to have a grip on the same properties, “chair” does not.

Plausible as a story along these lines may be, a proponent of a content-based explanation of semantic competence is precluded from being able to accept it. If one endorses a content-based semantics, one is going to attempt to explain the fact that “That’s a chair” is incompatible with “That’s a couch” by appeal to the fact that the properties of being a chair and being a couch are incompatible and so these

\textsuperscript{8}I thank Jim Conant for pointing me to this example.
two sentences, which respectively ascribe each of these properties to the same object, cannot both be true. If, however, grasping the property of being a chair really is nothing other than grasping the rules governing the use of “chair,” such as that saying “That’s a chair” precludes one from being entitled to say “That’s a couch,” as our example suggests, then this sort of explanation gets things backwards. Content-based semantics, insofar as it aspires to an explanation of semantic competence rather than merely an elucidation of it, does, I take it, get things backwards in just this way. Rather than properties and relations playing a crucial explanatory role in accounting for speakers’ grasp of the rules governing the use of linguistic expressions, properties and relations are really nothing but “shadows” of these rules. If an account along these lines is correct, it poses a serious challenge to contemporary content-based semantics. Such an account, however, depends for its viability on the claim that we can explain the behavior that speakers exhibit in virtue of grasping the meaning of expressions of their language without any appeal to their grasp of the contents expressed by those expressions. Vindicating this claim requires no less then establishing the viability of a radically alternative semantic theory, one in which there is no appeal to properties and relations as the contents of predicates, but only appeals to rules governing the use of words. Can a semantic theory along these lines be made to work? Can we do semantics without helping ourselves to the contents presupposed by contemporary semantic theorizing, so as to able to account for those very contents? I contend that we can. Let’s see how.

3 Semantics without Contents: The Basic Idea

The proposal for doing semantics without contents, in general terms, is that we characterize the meaning of a sentence directly in terms of what one’s utterance of it does—the effect it has on a discursive context—without thinking that the sentence’s effect on the
discursive context is mediated by its expression of a semantic content, something one says, in uttering the sentence. Specified in such general terms, this idea is not entirely foreign to contemporary semantic theorizing; it is simply a general formulation of dynamic semantics, an alternative to truth-conditional semantics that has gained significant traction over the past few decades. On a dynamic semantic theory, rather than defining the semantic value of a sentence as a truth-conditional content, for instance, a set of possible worlds, we define the semantic value of a sentence directly in terms of its potential to change (or “update”) a context. In a simple sort of update semantics, we think of a context as any set of worlds, each of which codifies the information of the participants of that context, and we think of the update effected by some sentence $\varphi$ as a function that takes any context $\sigma$, and returns another context, $\sigma[\varphi]$, which is the result of $\sigma$’s being updated with $\varphi$. Such a framework allows us to think of the meaning of a sentence directly in terms of what utterance of that sentence does, its function on a discursive context, without necessarily thinking of that function as mediated by its expression of a static semantic content.

Standard dynamic semantic frameworks, however, will not suffice as a way of doing semantics without contents. Though standard dynamic semantics diverge from static frameworks at some point—proposing semantic values for specific kinds of expressions such as epistemic modals or indicative conditionals that must be understood dynamically and cannot be understood in terms of the expression of an assertable content—the updates imposed by the use of atomic sentences still seem to be mediated by their expressing static semantic values. On a simple update semantics of the sort mentioned above, an atomic sentence, for instance “$a$ is red,” functions to eliminate all of the worlds in which it’s not true that $a$ is red. Now, it’s hard to make sense of its doing this other than by thinking of it as representing a way for things to be, $a$’s being red, which can be precisely represented as a set of possible worlds, and thinking
of a speaker’s putting it forward in discourse as their saying that the world is that way, prompting speakers to rule out all the ways for the world to be in which it isn’t that way. That’s surely the most plausible way of spelling out the semantic values for atomic sentences on a standard dynamic semantic theory, and so we still have an appeal to contents at the base level of our semantic theory. Nevertheless, there is a crucial insight in dynamic semantics that will be of help to us here. Dynamic semantics shows that, at least for some sentences, we can make sense of semantic values of these sentences, and precisely specify these values, without thinking of these values as encoding semantic contents that these sentences are taken to have. The question is: how might one do without contents altogether, thinking of all sentences, atomic ones included, simply in terms of what one does in uttering them, rather than what one says?

The key idea can be found in Robert Brandom’s (1994, 2008) development of Sellars’s (1953, 1954, 1974) conception of meaning. Bernhard Nickel (2013) helpfully construes Brandom’s semantics as a dynamic framework but one in which contexts are not understood in informational terms, modeled as sets of possible worlds, but, rather, in normative terms. Now, the actual semantic framework that Nickel proposes on Brandom’s behalf is utterly inadequate to put the basic theoretical resources of Brandom’s framework to work, but his basic proposal is on the right track. We’ll put forward a more adequate framework here. Rather than thinking of contexts as sets of possible worlds, as one does in a standard informational dynamic semantics, or as sets of sentences, as Nickel proposes on behalf of Brandom, we’ll think of contexts as “scorecards” that speakers (or “players” as we’ll call them, to stick with the game-playing metaphor) might have. These scorecards keep track of players’ normative standings in discursive practice—what they’re committed to, what they’re entitled to,
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10 This proposal converges with the standard pragmatic proposal from Stalnaker (1978) according to which this sentence expresses the set of worlds in which a is red and, when assertorically uttered, functions to rule out from the conversational context all of the worlds in which it is false.
and what they’re precluded from being entitled to. The effect of uttering a sentence $\varphi$ is understood in terms of the fact that uttering $\varphi$ might commit you to some other sentence $\psi$, in the sense that, given an utterance of $\varphi$, you must be prepared to utter $\psi$ if you’re prompted to do so; it might entitle you to some other sentence $\psi$, without committing you to it, in that you can utter $\psi$ if you wish to do so, but you need not; finally, crucially, it might preclude you from being entitled to some other sentence $\psi$ in the sense that, insofar as you remain committed to $\varphi$, your being able to utter $\psi$ is ruled out. These relations of commitive, permissive, and preclusive consequence can be thought of as a speaker’s “scorekeeping principles,” which determine, when some sentence is uttered, how that speaker updates their scorecard. The semantic value of a sentence $\varphi$, from the perspective of some scorekeeper $m$, can be understood as a function that takes any player $n$ and any scorecard $\sigma$ that $m$ might have, and returns another scorecard, $\sigma[\check{\varphi}(\varphi)]$, which is the result of $m$’s updating $\sigma$ with $n$’s making the move $\varphi$.

Spelling out a semantic theory in line with this key idea requires recursively specifying rules for keeping score such that, if speakers know those rules, then, for any sentence of the language that their fellow speakers might utter, they’ll know how to update the discursive score. The semantic theory that I’ll lay out in the next section, which does this, will fundamentally differ from contemporary content-based semantics in the account of the two crucial features of meaning considered above. First, it provides an alternative account of the fact that speakers can understand the meanings of a potentially infinite number of sentences. Rather than accounting for this fact by thinking of the meanings of these sentences as composed out of meanings of the parts, we account for this fact by thinking of the rules for determining the semantic significance of a sentence as recursively iterable, such that rules for keeping score on the utterances of expressions of arbitrary complexity can be determined by the rules for keeping score on simple expressions. The recursive determination of meanings is
all that’s necessary to account for the fact that speakers can understand a potentially infinite number of sentences. We need not think of meanings themselves as compositional, in the sense of being composed out of the meanings of their parts. That’s the first major deviation from a standard framework. The second concerns entailment and incompatibility relations. In contrast to a standard content-based framework, meanings don’t determine entailment and incompatibility relations. Rather, it is entailment and incompatibility relations, understood in the first instance in normative terms as principles of committal and preclusive consequence, such as the principle that commitment to “a is red” commits one to “a is colored” and precludes one from being entitled to “a is green,” that determine meanings. Speaking of semantic relations of entailment and incompatibility between sentences or the propositions expressed by those sentences is understood simply as a way of expressing the principles that determine the normative significance of uttering those sentences. We’ll consider the philosophical consequence of this feature of the account in the section following next. First, however, to illustrate that these ideas can be turned into a tractable semantic theory, let’s turn to the formal details.

4 Discursive Role Semantics: A Formal Framework

There are different formal set-ups that may serve the same basic purpose, but I’ve opted for one here that makes the underlying philosophical ideas particularly perspicuous.\textsuperscript{11} We start with a definition from Kukla, Lance and Restall (2009):

\textbf{Field of Play:} A field of play is, minimally, a triple consisting of

1. A non-empty set of players (PLAYER)
2. A non-empty set of moves (MOVE)
3. A non-empty set of deontic statuses (STATUS)

\textsuperscript{11}For instance, one might encode the same information as I do with my bilateral scorekeeping principles with unilateral multiple conclusion sequents (e.g. Kukla, Lance, and Restall 2009, Kaplan 2018).
The players will be the speakers of the language. By allowing speakers to have differing scorekeeping principles, the framework thereby allows us to consider the way in which the semantic significance of a sentence may differ from perspective of one speaker to the next.\footnote{A representation of these differences is going to be necessary in many cases, for instance, if one wants to account for opacity in belief contexts as Brandom (1994, 495-613) does.} When one doesn’t need to consider variation in scorekeeping, one can simplify things by just taking PLAYER to be two arbitrary speakers of the language. MOVE is, minimally, the set of claims that can be made in language, specified by the set of sentences of the language.\footnote{I leave open the question of whether there are other types of acts, speech or otherwise, that must be included in MOVE. See Kukla and Lance (2009, 2010) and Milson (2014) for arguments, originating from Belnap (1990), that MOVE must be expanded beyond declarative speech acts, and Brandom (2010) for a response. My own development of this framework has sided with Brandom on this dispute (See Simonelli M.S.c), but the basic framework put forward here is neutral on it.} STATUS will be commitment, which we’ll express with the symbol $\oplus$, entitlement, which we’ll express with the symbol $\circ$, preclusion of entitlement, which we’ll express with the symbol $\ominus$, and the status of having made a move, which we’ll express with the symbol $\checkmark$. We can now define the following things:

**Normative Assignments:** A normative assignment is any formula consisting of the specification of an $s \in$ STATUS, a $\varphi \in$ MOVE, and an $n \in$ PLAYER that is written as $s_n(\varphi)$.

**Scorecards:** A scorecard is any set of normative assignments.

**Normative Positions:** A normative position is any formula consisting in an $s \in$ STATUS, a $\varphi \in$ MOVE, and the player place-holder $\alpha$, which is written as $s_\alpha(\varphi)$.

**Scorekeeping Principles:** A scorekeeping principle is a sequence of the form $\Gamma \vdash A$, where $\Gamma$ is a (possibly null) sequence of normative positions, and $A$ is a single normative position.

Speakers’ “scorekeeping principles” which determine what happens, in the linguistic practice, when some speaker utters some sentence, are formalized with sequents. For instance, we can write the principle that commitment to “$a$ is red” precludes one from
being entitled from “a is green” as follows:\footnote{One might notice the similarity between scorekeeping principles such as this one and Carnap’s (1956) “meaning postulates.” In some sense, scorekeeping principles function much like meaning postulates, but, unlike meaning postulates, which are ambiguous between a normative or metaphysical reading, scorekeeping principles wear their normative character on their sleeve.}

\[ \Theta_n(a \text{ is red}) \vdash \Theta_n(a \text{ is green}) \]

Scorecards get updated through the application of scorekeeping principles like this one. The turnstile here can be informally understood as saying that if some player is scored as occupying the positions on the left, then they should be scored as occupying the position on the right. So, applying this scorekeeping principle to a scorecard \( \sigma \) amounts to adding to \( \sigma \), \( \Theta_n(a \text{ is green}) \) for any player \( n \) such that \( \Theta_n(a \text{ is red}) \) is in \( \sigma \).

More generally, where \( s \) is either \( \Theta \) or \( \Theta \), we can define the result of applying a set of scorekeeping principles to a scorecard as follows:

**Application of Principles:** The result of applying a set of scorekeeping principles \( \pi \) to a scorecard \( \sigma \), which we denote \( \pi(\sigma) \), is the smallest superset of \( \sigma \) such that for every principle of the form \( s_n(\varphi_1) \ldots s_n(\varphi_k) \vdash s_n(\psi) \in \pi \) and every player \( n \), if \( s_n(\varphi_1) \ldots s_n(\varphi_k) \in \pi(\sigma) \), then \( s_n(\psi) \in \pi(\sigma) \).

This definition of application of scorekeeping principles ensures that the operation of applying a set of scorekeeping principles to a scorecard is a closure operation. That is, for any scorecards \( \sigma \) and \( \tau \), the following facts hold:

- **Extensivity:** \( \sigma \subseteq \pi(\sigma) \)
- **Monotonicity:** If \( \sigma \subseteq \tau \), then \( \pi(\sigma) \subseteq \pi(\tau) \)
- **Idempotency:** \( \pi(\pi(\sigma)) = \pi(\sigma) \)

Thus, a set of scorekeeping principles can be understood much like a classical consequence relation, under which a set of sentences, or in this case, normative assignments, can be closed.

We can now define two things, relative to one another: a set of scorecards that each player \( m \) might have, and the effect of any player \( n \)’s making some move \( \varphi \), relative to any scorecard that \( m \) might have:
Scorecards Players Might Have: Let $m$ be any player with a set of scorekeeping principles $\pi$. The set of scorecards $\Sigma_m$ that $m$ might have can be recursively defined as follows:

1. $\emptyset \in \Sigma_m$
2. For any $\sigma \in \Sigma_m$, any $n \in \text{PLAYER}$, and any $\varphi \in \text{MOVE}$, $\sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)] \in \Sigma_m$

Updates: Let $n$ be any other player. The result of updating $\sigma$ with $\checkmark_n(\varphi)$, which we write as “$\sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]$,” is defined as the final step in the following three step process:

1. $\sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_1 = \sigma \cup \{\checkmark_n(\varphi), \oplus_n(\varphi)\}$
2. $\sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_2 = \pi(\sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_1)$
3. $\sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_2 \supseteq \sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_1$, and, for any $\psi \in \text{MOVE}$, if $\oplus_n(\psi) \in \sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_2$, and neither $\ominus_n(\psi) \in \sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_2$ nor $\ominus_m(\psi) \in \sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_2$, then $\oplus_n(\psi) \in \sigma[\checkmark_n(\varphi)]_2$

So, supposing we are $m$, we assume that one way that we might score the game is to have it such that no one has played any moves at all, and so no one is committed, entitled, or precluded from being entitled to anything. When some player $n$ makes some move $\varphi$, we add $n$’s having made $\varphi$ and being committed to $\varphi$ to our scorecard. We then apply our scorekeeping principles to that scorecard, assigning to $n$ any positions that follow from our scorekeeping principles. Finally, we attribute entitlement to any move $\psi$ to which we now score as $n$ as committed, unless we take $n$ to be precluded from being entitled to $\psi$ or we take ourselves to be precluded from being entitled to $\psi$. This last step amounts to Brandom’s (1994, 176-178) principle of “default entitlement,” according to which when one makes a claim one is generally taken to be entitled to it by default, unless there’s some specific reason to challenge it, such as incompatibility with the claimant’s commitments or our own, and that’s how entitlement figures into the system here. So, the way we are doing things here, scorekeeping principles fundamentally involve the attributions of commitments and preclusions of entitlements, and entitlement just comes along for the ride by default wherever it can.

Defining updates and scorecards players might have in this way lets us define the semantic value of a sentence $\varphi$, relative to a player $m$, as a function that takes any
scorecard $m$ might have and any other player $n$ and returns the scorecard that is the result of $m$’s updating their scorecard with $n$’s making move the $\varphi$:

**Semantic Values:**

$$\llbracket \varphi \rrbracket^m = f : (\Sigma_m \times \text{PLAYER}) \to \Sigma_m$$

$$f(\sigma, n) = \sigma[\sqrt[n]{\varphi}]$$

The task of defining semantic values for the total set of sentences of the language amounts to the task of recursively specifying rules for keeping score, such that, given a base set of scorekeeping principles, which determine the semantic significance of the simple expressions of the language, one can specify a set of scorekeeping principles sufficient for determining the semantic significance of any of the complex expressions belonging to the language. Let us first consider how, given a set of scorekeeping principles that relate positions involving atomic sentences, we can determine the set of scorekeeping principles that relate positions involving any of the logically complex sentences.

As the symbols we’ve been using might have hinted, the normative statuses of commitment and preclusion of entitlement can be understood as duals of a certain sort. Specifically, the formal framework proposed here is understood as a bilateral framework. On a bilateral conception of logic, there are two opposite ways of being related to any propositional entity $p$, a positive of being related to $p$ and a negative way of being related to $p$, where the negative way of being related to $p$ is understood as distinct from and not reducible to being positively related to $\neg p$. Now, the standard way of thinking about the “two ways” that figure into a bilateral conception of logic is as affirmation and denial or acceptance and rejection.\(^{15}\) On the framework here, however, these “two ways” are two opposed normative statuses, two opposite ways to be

\(^{15}\)For this standard way of thinking, see Smiley (1996), Rumfitt (2000), Francez (2015), Restall (2005), and Ripley (2013). Fine (2017), on the other hand, adopts a version of bilateralism according to which the “two ways” are not two ways for us to be related to a sentence (affirming or denying it) but two ways for the world to be related to a sentence: verifying or falsifying. See Hlobil (2021) for an account of how these two sorts of bilateralisms relate.
non-neutrally normatively situated with respect to a move \( p \): one can be committed to \( p \) or one can be precluded from being entitled to \( p \). That is, one can occupy the position \( \Theta_a(p) \) or one can occupy the position \( \Theta_a(\neg p) \). This normative interpretation of bilateralism enables us to think of scorekeeping principles of committive and preclusive consequence as sequents that figure in a bilateral logic.

Now, there are different bilateral systems for the logical connectives that will fulfill our purpose, and any off-the-shelf bilateral system for classical logic, such as the natural deduction system proposed by Smiley (1996) or Rumfit (2000), will do.\(^{16}\) However, our purposes are really better fulfilled by a sequent calculus, along the lines of Gentzen’s (1935/1969) LK, where we only have introduction rules.\(^{17}\) To introduce such a system, note first that our definition of the application of scorekeeping principles as a closure operation imposes on sets of scorekeeping principles validates the standard structural rules of Gentzen’s sequent calculus:\(^{18}\)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma, A, B, \Delta \vdash C & \quad \text{Exchange} \\
\Gamma, B, A, \Delta \vdash C & \\
\Gamma, A \vdash A & \quad \text{Containment} \\
\Gamma, A, A \vdash B & \quad \text{Contraction} \\
\Gamma, A \vdash B & \quad \text{Expansion} \\
\Gamma, A, A \vdash B & \quad \text{Monotonicity} \\
\Gamma, B \vdash A & \quad \text{Cumulative Transitivity} \\
\Gamma \vdash A & \quad \text{Transitivity}
\end{align*}
\]

For operational rules in this bilateral setting, rather than having rules for getting

\(^{16}\)Rumfit’s system (2000, 800-802), is arguably more natural Smiley’s, but contains twice as many rules. It’s worth pointing out in connection that one benefit of defining semantic values in the dynamic way that we have, rather than as they are defined in proof-theoretic semantics (Francez 2015, Stovall 2021), is that we won’t have differences in meaning depending on which of two systems that both determine the same consequence relation we pick. On our approach, it is the consequence relation determined by the logical rules, which determines updates, that matters in defining semantic values, rather than the logical rules themselves.

\(^{17}\)For a discussion of how Gentzen-style systems can be put to this use, see Brandom (2018), and for some examples, see Hlobil (2017) and Kaplan (2018). The specific version of this approach presented here was developed in collaboration with the ROLE (Research on Logical Expressivism) group, led by Brandom and Hlobil.

\(^{18}\)If we’re serious about doing natural language semantics in this framework, we’re going to have to modify our definitions so as to allow for exceptions to Monotonicity and Cumulative Transitivity, as there are semantic implications and incompatibilities in natural language that violate these rules. For a substructural development of this framework, see Simonelli (M.S.), Appendix. For our purposes here, however, it does no harm to keep things simple by setting things up in a way that validates the standard structural rules.
logically complex formulas on the right and left of the turnstile, we only right rules, but which come in a positive and negative form. The following calculus is a translation of Ketonen's (1944) formulation of Genzen’s LK:¹⁹

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma &\vdash \Theta_a(\varphi) \quad \Theta_-, \\
\Gamma &\vdash \Theta_a(\neg \varphi) \\
\Gamma &\vdash \Theta_a(\varphi \land \psi) \quad \Theta_\land \\
\Gamma &\vdash \Theta_a(\varphi \lor \psi) \quad \Theta_\lor
\end{align*}
\]

For these rules to yield a complete system of propositional logic, we must impose an additional bilateral structural rule, dubbed Reversal by Smiley. Where \(s\) and \(t\) can be either \(\oplus\) or \(\ominus\) and \(*\) is a function that yields the opposite of any sign, the principle is the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma, \Theta_a(\varphi) &\vdash \Theta_a(\psi) \\
\Gamma, \Theta_a(\varphi) &\vdash \Theta_a(\psi)
\end{align*}
\]

Reversal is a generalized contraposition principle. A key consequence having it as a structural rule is that it amounts to treating incompatibility as symmetric. Thus, if commitment to “\(a\) is red” precludes entitlement to “\(a\) is green,” we’ll also have that commitment to “\(a\) is green” precludes entitlement to “\(a\) is red.”²⁰

¹⁹The Ketonen system of which this is a translation has the same rules as the system Negri and von Plato (2008) call “G3cp,” but with the standard negation rules of LK. The equivalence of G3cp (with LK negation) and the bilateral calculus presented here is shown by providing a translation procedure for mapping unilateral multi-succident sequents to equivalence classes (under Reversal, Exchange, Contraction and Expansion) of bilateral single-succident sequents and an induction on proof height that shows that each step in one system corresponds to a step in the other (proof available upon request). Note also that, while our definition of the application of scorekeeping principles imposes MO and CT, the sequent calculus presented here, which is equivalent to G3cp with LK negation, needs neither MO nor CT to function (See Kaplan 2018, Hlobil 2018).

²⁰The symmetry of incompatibility is presupposed by Brandom’s (1994) definition of incompatibility. It is also explicitly assumed in incompatibility-based semantics for non-classical logics proposed by Restall (1999) and Berto (2015), though this assumption has been questioned by De and Omori (2018). I’ve argued elsewhere that we need not take this fact as simply primitive; we can actually give a pragmatic argument for why incompatibility must be symmetric.
With these rules, a speaker’s basic set of scorekeeping principles, involving only logically simple moves, can be expanded to include principles of committive and preclusive consequence with respect to logically complex claims. The basic idea underlying this way of introducing logical vocabulary is that to grasp this bit of vocabulary—to understand conjunction, disjunction, and negation—is to grasp how making a move in which it is used situates a player in the game. Accordingly, we can model the meaning of this bit of vocabulary by way of a set of rules which enable a player to expand their scorekeeping principles such that we can specify the update that takes place when a move in which this vocabulary is used is made. To see how these rules work, let’s consider an example. We should want our rules for logical operators to combine with our basic scorekeeping principles in such a way that, since commitment to “a is blue” precludes entitlement to “a is red,” and commitment to “a is green” precludes entitlement to “a is red,” we’ll have that commitment to “a is blue or a is green” commits one to “a is not red.” We get this as follows:

$$
\begin{align*}
\oplus (b) & \vdash \ominus (r) & \ominus (g) & \vdash \ominus (r) \\
\ominus (r) & \vdash \oplus (b) & \ominus (r) & \vdash \ominus (g) \\
\ominus (r) & \vdash \ominus (b \lor g) & \ominus (r) & \vdash \ominus (b \lor g) \\
\ominus (r) & \vdash \ominus (\neg r) & \ominus (r) & \vdash \ominus (\neg r)
\end{align*}
$$

In this way, scorekeeping principles relating logically complex sentences can be generated by rules that expand a set of scorekeeping principles relating atomic sentences. In this way, we can make sense of one’s ability to grasp the updates imposed by a potentially infinite number of complex sentences on the basis of a finite amount of knowledge—knowledge of the scorekeeping principles relating atomic sentences and knowledge of the rules for generating scorekeeping principles relating logically complex sentences.

Finally, we can think of atomic scorekeeping principles as derived from scorekeeping principles relating predicate frames and rules for substituting singular terms.
into those frames. First, we can think of scorekeeping principles on sentences like

$$\Theta_a(a \text{ is red}) \vdash \Theta_a(a \text{ is colored})$$

as resulting from the saturation with a singular term of a scorekeeping principle on predicate frames like

$$\Theta_a(x \text{ is red}) \vdash \Theta_a(x \text{ is colored}).$$

To spell this out, let us suppose we can use a set of variables $$x_1, x_2 \ldots x_k$$, and we can think of the any variable $$x_i$$ as replaceable with a singular term by way of the following rule, where $$\Phi_1, \Phi_2 \ldots \Phi_k$$ and $$\Psi$$ are any predicative contexts (which may or may not contain variables) and $$\tau$$ is any singular term belonging to the language:

$$\begin{align*}
\Gamma, s_a(\Phi_1(x_i)) \ldots s_a(\Phi_k(x_i)) & \vdash s_a(\Psi(x_i)) \\
\Gamma, s_a(\Phi_1(\tau)) \ldots s_a(\Phi_k(\tau)) & \vdash s_a(\Psi(\tau))
\end{align*}$$

Thus, we have, for instance, the following double application of this rule, where $$a$$ and $$b$$ are singular terms of our language:

$$\begin{align*}
\Theta_a(x_1 \text{ is red}), \Theta_a(x_2 \text{ is pink}) & \vdash \Theta_a(x_1 \text{ is darker than } x_2) \\
\Theta_a(a \text{ is red}), \Theta_a(x_2 \text{ is pink}) & \vdash \Theta_a(a \text{ is darker than } x_2) \\
\Theta_a(a \text{ is red}), \Theta_a(b \text{ is pink}) & \vdash \Theta_a(a \text{ is darker than } b)
\end{align*}$$

In this way, we can think of the semantic significance of predicates in terms of the rules governing sentence frames that can be saturated with any singular terms. The semantic significance of singular terms can be understood in terms of the way in which co-referential terms can be substituted in for one another. If $$a$$ and $$b$$ are taken to be co-referential, then, for any good inference in which $$a$$ figures in a certain spot, either in the premises or the conclusions, there will be a corresponding good inference in which $$b$$ figures in that spot. That is, we’ll have the following rules: \footnote{Because $$s$$ is an arbitrary status, and we have Reversal, these rules also give us the rules where the relevant formulas occur in the conclusion.}

$$\begin{align*}
\Gamma, s_a(\Phi(a)) & \vdash A \\
\Gamma, s_a(\Phi(b)) & \vdash A
\end{align*}$$

$$\begin{align*}
\Gamma, s_a(\Phi(a)) & \vdash A \\
\Gamma, s_a(\Phi(b)) & \vdash A
\end{align*}$$

Of course, this yields a very simple account of the meaning of proper names, a Millian one that does not take into account anything like Fregean sense, but since our main
concern here is with the meanings of predicates, it will do for our merely illustrative purposes.  

5 Worldly Contents as Shadows of Meanings

Of course, I’ve only laid out the very bare bones of a discursive role semantic framework, and much more work needs to be done to provide this sort of framework with the complexity it needs to offer illuminating analyses of the sort of linguistic phenomena puzzling semantic theorists today. For our purposes here, however, let us leave the formal apparatus where we’ve left it and turn back to the philosophical upshot of the fact that semantics can be done in this sort of framework at all. Discursive role semantics enables us to think about the meaning of a sentence directly in terms of what one does in uttering it, changing the discursive score in a particular way, without thinking of this change in score as mediated by something one says. Once we’re able to think about meaning in this way, we are able to make sense of what is expressed by locutions traditionally understood as ascribing contents without any appeal to contents at all. For instance, we can think that the phrase “that p” in the sentence “n says that p” not as picking out a propositional content to which n stands in the saying relation, but, rather, as simply functioning to classify n’s saying as a distinctive sort of doing: a move that plays a distinctive role in the language game, committing one to certain moves, precluding one from being entitled to others, and so on. The same goes for the phrase “that it is F” in the sentence “n says of a that it is F.” We can think of this phrase not as functioning to pick out a property to which n stands in the saying-of relation with a. Rather, once again, we can think of it as functioning to characterize what one is doing in uttering any sentence in which any singular term has been substituted.

---

22This way of representing the inferential significance of proper names follows the proposal of Tanter (2021). However, unlike the framework proposed by Tanter, this framework, due to its multiperspectival nature, is capable of accommodating Brandom’s (1994) proposal for Fregrean senses.

23See Simonelli (forthcoming) for a discussion of how this idea figures in Sellars’s philosophy.
for “a.” Performing any such act, for any singular term x, for instance, might commit one to “x is G,” preclude one from being entitled to an “x is H,” and so on. Explicit talk of “the property of being F,” then, and its distinctive modal profile—its being instantiated by objects of certain sorts and its entailing and being incompatible with other properties—as a way conceptualizing the discursive role of the act of deploying the predicate “F,” not in terms of its intrinsic function as an act but as related to a certain kind of object: a content.

Discursive role semantics thus enables us to spell out the Sellarsian account of the contents that are presupposed in the context of a standard semantic theory, things such as the property of being red, accounting for these contents as “shadows” of the rules governing the use of predicates such as “red.” This account comes in two key ideas. The first key idea is that the way to say what the property of being red is is to articulate its modal profile. For instance, when asked what the property of being red is, we might say that it’s a color property, one that something must instantiate if it instantiates the property of being scarlet and can’t instantiate if it instantiates the property of being green; we might say that it’s a property that’s instantiated by stop signs, and ripe tomatoes but not unripe ones. We might say that it’s an observable property, such that, if someone with color vision is looking at something red in good lighting, then they’ll see that it’s red. This, on the account proposed here, is all an articulation of the modal profile that defines what the property is. The second key idea, made possible by discursive role semantics, is that what one is doing in articulating the modal profile of the property of being red is expressing one’s scorekeeping principles, which determine the discursive role of the predicate “red,” principles like the following:  

\[
\begin{align*}
\Box_a(x \text{ is red}) & \vdash \Box_a(x \text{ is colored}) \\
\Box_a(x \text{ is red}) & \vdash \Box_a(x \text{ is green}) \\
\Box_a(x \text{ is a stop sign}) & \vdash \Box_a(x \text{ is red})
\end{align*}
\]

---

24Properly accommodating all of these principles requires modifications and extensions of the basic framework presented here. For some of the requisite modifications and extensions, see Simonelli (M.S.), Appendix.
The property of being red, understood in terms of its modal profile, is nothing but a “shadow” of these principles: a reification, made conceptually articulate through the use of alethic modal vocabulary, of the norms governing the use of the predicate “red.” Likewise for all the other properties that are grasped by competent speakers of a natural language. The task of accounting for properties then, is a concrete task for a linguistic theory: to account for these properties by articulating the scorekeeping principles of which they are a reification just is to provide the lexical semantics for that language.\(^{25}\)

Properties, on this account, exist, but they exist only as conceptual reifications of the rules governing the use of linguistic expressions. As such, they can play no explanatory role in the context of an account of the fact that, for instance, saying “\(x\) is red,” for any singular term \(x\), precludes one from being entitled to say “\(x\) is green.” In this way, the account of properties here constitutes an inversion of the order of explanation implicit in contemporary theorizing. On the standard order of explanation, what explains the fact that saying “\(x\) is red” precludes one from being entitled to say “\(a\) is green” is that it is impossible for something to instantiate both the property of being red and the property of being green, and so, if what one says in saying the first sentence is true, what one says in saying the second sentence must be false. On the order explanation proposed here, the fact that it is impossible for something to instantiate both the property of being red and the property of being green is simply a reflection of the fact that saying “\(x\) is red,” for any singular term \(x\), precludes one from being entitled to say “\(x\) is green.” It is the norms of the discursive practice, what I’ve represented above in

\(^{25}\)See Partee (2005) for a way of spelling out formal lexical semantics, drawing from Carnap (1952), compatible with this idea.
terms of speakers’ “scorekeeping principles,” that are taken as primitive rather than derived from the truth-conditions of the sentences whose utterances they concern. The “world of contents,” which determine the truth-conditions of sentences of a given language, is really nothing but shadow of the non-truth-conditional meanings of the sentences of that language.

On the picture proposed here, one is not aware of the world prior to one’s learning a language. Prior to learning a language, one does not have the world in view so as to be able to conceptually grasp the things in it and match up those things with words one hears. That’s the “Augustinian” picture of language, famously critiqued in Wittgenstein’s *Philosophical Investigations*, which, despite the influence of Wittgenstein’s work, remains the philosophical picture implicit in the vast majority of contemporary semantic theorizing. On the alternative picture proposed here, a speaker comes to have the world in view, being able to conceptually discern the things that constitute it, not prior to learning a first language, but through learning a first language. To learn a language is to be brought into a linguistic practice. When one first comes to follow the rules of scorekeeping that determine the discursive significance of the expressions of the language, one does not do so rationally, but blindly. Only through being brought into the linguistic practice initially blindly does one eventually get a grip on what one would be doing in uttering the various expressions belonging to that practice and only then does one come to have a grip on the conceptual contents conferred by that practice.

6 Conclusion

I’ve proposed a radical alternative to contemporary content-based semantics, a way of doing semantics without contents. Moreover, I’ve claimed that this way of doing semantics enables us to account for the contents that are presupposed by contemporary
semantics theories. I should conclude by being clear that I should not be read as
dissuading working semanticists from doing what they do. Rather, I am offering a
way of grounding this work. I see contemporary formal semantics, generally done in a
framework of possible worlds, as a science that, with great success, formally specifies
the contents that speakers grasp in grasping the rules governing the use of linguistic
expressions. This task, however, ought to be seen as an elucidatory one rather than an
explanatory one. Content-based semantics elucidates the contents that speakers grasp,
but it offers no explanation of what these contents are or how speakers come to grasp
them. Discursive role semantics, on the other hand, gives an account of those contents
in terms of rules governing the use of linguistic expressions. Of course, to give a proper
account of the rules themselves, much work needs to be done. For instance, giving a
proper account of the rule that commitment to “a is red” precludes entitlement to “a is
green” is going to involve an account of the sensory states that prompt usages of “red”
and “green,” to which speakers are conditioned to respond in learning the language,
which exclude one another and more generally, stand in relations of exclusion and
inclusion with other states belonging to the same quality space that systematically
correspond to the relations of preclusive and committive consequence that other color
words bear to one another. Discursive role semantics is just one aspect of a full
account of conceptual understanding, but it is a necessary one in getting semantics on
the firm ground of natural science.
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